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LITERARY ACTIVITY IN PALI*
NV. A. Fayawickrama

A few observations are made in this chapter on the Pali literature of
Ceylon from the earliest times up to 1065 A.C., the year of accession of
Vijayabahu I. This forms a turning point in the political events in the
Island that produced the necessary background to the prolific literary
activity during the Polonnaru and Dambadeni periods in Ceylon history.
The main discussion is confined to the following periods:—
(1) The formative period in the Pali literary tradition, from the time
of the official introduction of Buddhism to Ceylon to the beginning
of the commentarial epoch.
(2) The period of the crystalization of the historical and commentarial
traditions, the epoch of the great chronicles and the standard
Commentaries,
(3) The period of relative inactivity, the post-commentarial epoch.
The Formative Period
Pali owes its separate existence as a literary language to the early
Buddhists of the Theravada School who raised a colloquial Middle Indian
speech, widely understood in the mid-Gangetic Valley, to the status of a

lingua franca. It might well have been, as tradition has it, that the
Buddha’s own speech was not far removed from literary Pali in which his
teachings came to be preserved later on. During the early expansion of
Buddhist communities in India along the major trade routes,’ the speech
habits, particularly those pertaining to phonology, influenced the Pali
language to such an extent that, before long, it came to preserve the
characteristics not only of Eastern Prakrits but also of Western Prakrits
and Paisaci and even admitted into its vocabulary loan-words from the
less fancied Muanda,

Kolarndian and Dravidian speech.

Whether we assign an earlier date or not to the Pali Canon, we can
admit, if reliance is to be placed on the tradition current in Ceylon, that
it was the Canon known in Asoka’s time that was brought to Ceylon in
Devanampiya Tissa’s reign. It certainly was not a local version available
in Mahinda’s home-town Ujjeni. If it 1s assumed that the bulk of the
Pali Canon reached Ceylon after the establishment of her cultural contacts
with Magadha and Andhra, which perhaps was the case’, there is all the
more reason to infer the universal acceptance of the Pali Canon by all
the early Theravada Buddhists in India. It is not denied that other
Prakrit versions of the Buddha’s teachings were current among some of
the numerous sects, but evidence for the existence of a version so complete
as the Pali Canon is lacking not only in the Prakrits but also in the later
Hybrid Sanskrit versions for the most part now preserved in translation
in Chinese and Tibetan.

* Education in Ceylon I, ch 7 (Min.ofEducation and Cultural Affairs, Colombo 1969)
1.

Rhys Davids, T. W. Buddhist India, Susil Gupta, Culcutta, 6th edition 1955 53fF

2.

Oldenherg, H., The Vinaya Pitakam, Vol I, ed. Pali. Text Society London, 1929
pp S50ff
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_ Although it is believed that it was the oral tradition that was established

in Ceylon, there is nothing to preclude the possibility of actual written
books being brought to Ceylon. The written word, however,
at this
stage did not carry the same prestige as the texts committed to memory.
Together with the texts, the traditional exegeses handed down at
the
Three Councils’ are said to have found their way to Ceylon accordin
g
to the statements made in the proems of the Agama Commentaries.
Once the Teachings were established in Ceylon the next step was
the
transference of their custodianship to Ceylonese monks. One
of the
events with for-reaching consequences for the future history of Pali
iterature in Ceylon was the so-called Vinaya recital held at the
Thiiparama, when the texts were formally handed over to the Theras of Ceylon
headed by Maha-arittha (Samantapasadika, pp. 102 ff.). This marks the
beginning of the dcariyaparampara, ‘the succession of teachers’ in Ceylon.
It was the duty of the custodians of each of the three branches
of the
teachings
, V Inaya, Sutta and Abhidhamma,

to hand them down intact

to generations to follow. The preservation of the Teachings loomed large
in the minds of the ancient monks, and the highest attention
was
to this task. There were early teachers who knew the Three Pitakaspaid
by

heart, some of them, at least one Pitaka.4 It is obvious that such
superhuman feats of memory were rare phenomena and that this
state of
affairs was not to continue for long. While some may have
resorted
to the written word, the practice still continued but with a differenc
e.
In place of Tipetaki, ‘versedin the Three Pitakas’ and Petaki ‘versed
in a
Pitaka’, we soon come across a category of ‘rotemen’ (bhanaka) whose
apparent task it was to hand down by word of mouth much smaller
sections of the Teachings though in themselves quite considerable
in

length e.g.

Dighabhanaka,

Majjhimabhanaka,

Jatakabhanaka,

etc.

The

purity of the word of the Buddha as handed down by ancient
teachers
had to be maintained at all costs and it is not a matter of very great
surprise that the numerous parallel passages distributed with such great
frequency throughout the Pali Canon present little or no variation
as
may be seen from the texts as they were known at least as far back as
the
time of the great Commentators.
The Pali Commentaries provide a
convenient landmark in arriving at the earliest readings in
cases of
divergencies.
The variant readings that one usually comes across nowadays generally do not go back to a period earlier than the manuscri
pt
tradition and are mostly due to regional differences according
to the
‘country where a manuscript has been handed down. The handing
down of the texts has been a matter of the highest importance,
and
instances are not lacking where, even under severe hardship
during
periods of national disaster such as famines and wars°, monks kept
this
torch of learning ablaze. It was also the duty of the bhanaka
to
hand
‘down faithfully the oral exegetical material, come down to
them in the
early Prakrit tradition, which, in Ceylon,
was indiscrimi
as the Sihala-atth aie.

yon, was

indiscriminately designated

3. Malalasekera, G. P. The Pali Literature of Geylen. Royal Asiatic Society
of Gt.
‘Britain and Ireland, London 1928, p. 90f.
The list of teachers at Vin V 2 f; Vin A 62 f, etc.
5. Adikaram, E. W. Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon,
D. S. Puswella, Migoda, 1946
‘p. 76.
—------
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Along with the task of the preservation of the Teachings the equally
important function of teaching and disseminating the knowledge of the

teachings in systematic collections. .Within the framework provided
by the recitals at the Three Councils, a process of arrangement and rearrangement has taken place right down to the fifth century A.C., though
it may have been less marked after the so-called Gantharilhasangiti in the
first century B.C. How much was systematized and how much was
preserved in its original form is a matter beyond solution. However,
a few examples can be shown.
There are instances of passages from

Dhamma was in the hands of competent teachers who are often described
by such familiar terms as Vinayadhara, Suttanika, Abhidhammika, etc.

Their

task was as important as that of the custodians of the Dhamma.
The
language of the Canon itself might not have presented difficulties at
least for a few centuries, for the learned idiom (Pali) might not have been
unintelligible to the Aryan settlers and the Aryanized inhabitants of

ancient Ceylon who were the speakers of an early Middle Indian dialect,
yet the contents of the Pali Canon needed explanation in the spoken
idiom of the day. Whether we accept the tradition that Mahinda
himself was the author of the Sthala-atthakathd or not, the fact remains that,

apart from the texts, the interpretations given in the spoken idiom of the
day were considered to be of equal importance as the Teachings themselves. These interpretations, based on traditional exegeses current.
among the Theravada teachers of India, gradually paved the way to an
unwritten corpus of knowledge which in due course assumed definite

shape as commentaries,
Sthala-atthakatha—Sithala,

This briefly is the beginning of the so-called

because the then-current Prakrit of Ceylon
was used instead of the language of the Canon. These formed the chief

source-materials of the monumental
AG.

Commentaries of the fifth century

The interpretations given in these traditional commentaries appeared
to have varied considerably on minor points although there was general
agreement on main issues. The Mahd- or Mila-attkakathd of the Mahavihara had been the commentary par excellence, while those belonging to
other monastic centres also received the attention of Buddhaghosa and
his successors.
The Andhaka-atthakatha,’ probably representing the
Theravada tradition of the entire peninsular region of India, provoked
a good deal of adverse comment at the hands of these commentators
who were fully conversant even with its language.
The internal evidence
of the Pali Commentaries definitely points to extensive exegetical activity

prior to their time.

It was probably the eminent Eiders* whose names

are found cited in the Commentaries as authorities, who were responsible
for some of the statements attributed to the Porana. ‘The quotations?
themselves are restricted to short prose or verse passages, but are a true
index to the type of literary activity prior to the time of the Pali Commentaries and are indicative of an extensive literature. ‘The exact period
cannot be determined with any accuracy except through other external
evidence. The activities of the teachers (Acariya), the ‘rotemen’ (bhanaka) and the ‘ancients’ (porana) appear to be quite extensive and the
numerous references and quotations found in the Commentaries are a
clear indication of the magnitude of their literary contributions.

Another important fact one has to keep in mind 1s the anxiety on the
part of the teachers of the Theravada to arrange and preserve the Buddha’s
Ibid chapter I1; Malalasekera, ibid, pp. 91 ff.
Originally handed down at Kaficipura, Malalasekera, G. P. ibid., p. 91.
Adikaram, ibid, pp. 14 ff.
S090
|ID Ibid, table at p. 17 and Appendix IT.
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canonical texts which are not recognized by Commentators even as late
as their ttme. The finalization of the parivdra attributed toa monk,
named Dipa, and the preparation of the Ahuddaka patha anthology from
earlier existing material and now admitted as a text in the Ahuddakanikaya can be cited as examples.
Further, if the traditional date assigned.
to the Khuddakasikkha and the Miilasikkd is correct, these works too point
to literary activity in Pali in the pre-commentarial period,
Whatever
it is there is a paucity of separate works, as such, until the fifth century

A.C., but this dearth of documentary evidence in no way proves the
absence of literary activity during this period.
A landmark in the history of Pali literature in Ceylon is the writing
down of the Canon in the first century B.C. The rise of a rival school
to the Mahavihara, the Dhammaruci in the Abhayagiri Monastery,
newly established by the reigning king Vattagamini-abhaya, famines,
incursions by South Indian adventurers and, above all, if the tradition

that the writing down took place in the Aloka Cave in far-off Matale
under the patronage of a district chieftainis correct, the King’s lukewarm
attitude towards the Mahavihara may have all been contributory causes
that prompted the monks to write down the Canon.
The significance
of this event is that, for the first time, the Canon has been subjected to
editorial handling before it was put into written form although parts of
it may have been written down earlier. It is further stated that the
available exegetical material too was written down at the same time.

Before passing on from the formative period of the Pali literary tradition
in Ceylon, it should be mentioned that side by side with literary and.
exegetical activity the various monastic centres maintained historical
records which were designed to serve as introductions to the exegetical

literature known to them. One such set of records paved the way to a
more systematic work, Incorporating accounts of all the important events
in the progress of the Sasana from its earliest beginnings in India right
up to the time of its compilation, and probably may have been brought
up to date from time to time. On the evidence furnished by the Vamsatthappa? asini this had been named the Sihala-atthakathd-mahavamsa. It doubtless
served as an historical introduction to the Mahd-atthakathé in much the
same way as the opening sections of the Mahdkhandhaka served as an
historical introduction to the Khandhaka.
We also hear of a similar
document belonging to the Uttaravihadra or Abhayagiri. It was the
crystallization of all these historical traditions that we later see in the
Dipavamsa' Bahiranidana of the Samantapdsadika and the Mahdvamsa.
_
~
10. James Grayin the introduction to hisedition of the Jindlankara dates it as 426
B.C. misinterpreting the phrase ‘Sattarasasate vasse’ as 117 years after the parinibbana..
11.

For a summary

of the discussions on the sources of the Pali Chronicles vide my

Inception of Discipline and Vinaya Nidana, Pali Text Society, London 1962, pp. xxx! ff.
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The Crystallization of the Historical and Commentarial Traditions
‘The first serious attempts at gathering together the mass of historical
information available in Ceylon is seen in the Dipavamsa.
‘The opening
verse of the book, which refers to.

narrative couched in elegant verse, for the most part in Sloka metre.
Although one cannot be justified in assigning a single authorship for all
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The Buddha’s visits to the Island, the arrival of the relics and of the
‘Bodhi, the Recitals, the tradition of the leading Elders, the establishment
of the Dispensation in the Island, the advent of the monarch

and

(Vijaya)

the genealogy....

while giving some indication of the contents to follow indirectly hints at
the sources on which the work is based. All the above topics legitimately
belong to the historical introductions to the various versions of the Sthafaatthakatha.

Since the work fails to produce a continuous work in chrono-

logical order and makes no attempt to synthesise the several traditions
it has incorporated one is led to the natural inference that the chronicler,

unlike the author of the Mahavamsa, has merely written down what was
available to him. The same chapter often contains two or more versions
describing the same set of events. If we presume that no translation
was involved, unlike the Mahavamsa we have to consider the stanzas of
the Dipavamsa as mnemonic verse in Pali which had been interspersed
with prose in the earlier Sinhalese sources.
It is generally accepted that
the Sihala-atthakatha contained verses in Pali and it is precisely those

verses of the historical introductions that have been put together in the
Dipavamsa!,
The many imperfections in metre, language and style
and even grammar are due to the compiler ‘lifting’ the verses intact,
while no doubt, some of the verses which show real skill in versification

may have been original contributions.
An unfinished literary product
of the nature is more useful, as it faithfully reproduces the historical
information available in Ceylon prior to the compilation of the Chronicles
and the consensus of opinion among scholars is that, whatever the flaws
of the Dipavamsa are it is in the highest degree trustworthy in so far as
it preserves the ancient historical tradition.
The usual date assigned to the Dipavamsa is the late fourth century

A.C. A criticism generally levelled against the Dipavamsa is that it is a
clumsy attempt at versification, but the literary experience gained by the
fourth century A.C. judging from the activities of the Porana and others
mentioned earlier, and the literary tradition of at least three centuries
from the time of Vattagamini-abhaya, should have given sufficient
maturity to Ceylonese Pali scholars to bring out a reasonably good
literary product unless they were otherwise hampered.
Their eagerness
to preserve the Pordna verses intact has resulted in a somewhat intelligent
work.
|
While the Dipavamsa thus reproduces various traditions haphazardly
put together, the Mah4vamsa,

the later chronicle, which also deals with

the same period, i.e. up to Mah4sena’s reign, presents a highly systematic
—

12. The prose passages occurring among the verses in the editions in Roman script
are really verses in irregular metres now re-arranged as verses in the Sinhalese editions:
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the contents of the Dipavamsa, the Mahavamsa was the work of one
author, the Elder Mahanama in the early part of the sixth century A.C.

Whether it is to be considered as a dipikd, ‘an expository work on the
Dipavamsa or not,’ it is based on the same source material as the latter."
The Sihala-atthakatha-mahaévamsa was considered by the author to contain

too many details in some places and to be too brief in others, and also
full of repetitions. Avoiding these blemishes, his idea was to translate
into the Pali language from the original Sinhalese ‘the ancient Commentary of the dwellers of the Mahavihara which was designated as
the ‘““Mahavamsa”’».
The same Pajjapadoruvamsa used by the Vamsatthappakasini, laying stress on pajja, ‘verse, is an indication that the original
source was in prose unlike the sources of the Dipavamsa.
‘The Porana
verses common to both Chronicles merely indicate a common feature of
the Sihala-atthakatha, that of being interspersed with Pali verse.

While

Mahanama’s chief source was the historical introduction to the Mahaatthakatha, he has also occasionally consulted the Uttaravihdra-atthakatha.®
The Uttaravihdra-mahavamsa" mentioned in the Vamsatthappakasint was.
probably the same work. He has also consulted the Vinayatthakatha,“*
probably the predecessor of the Samantapasadika.
Similarly, the
independent traditional accounts dealing with the Great Bodhi, the
Great Thiipa and so forth, which actually led to the composition of the
subsequent quasi chronicles such as the Mahabodhivamsa, Thipavamsa,
etc., may have formed ancillary sources.48 It is however, quite clear
that the author has been very discriminative in the selection of his material
from his main source, for we see the wealth of information left out from

the Mahavamsa

to which the author of Vamsatthappakdasini had access 1n
the original Sthala-atthakathé-mahdvamsa even as late as his time.”

The third most important historical document of the period, which is
in point of time earlier than the Mahavamsa, is the Bdhiranidana of
Buddhaghosa’s Samantapasadika. The purpose of the nidana is to establish the authenticity of the Vinaya that was brought to Ceylon. Unlike
the Dipavamsa and the Mahavamsa,

the historical details are concluded

with the Vinaya recital in Devanampiya Tissa’s reign mentioned earlier.
The Theravada succession of teachers in Ceylon thus commenced with
Mahié-arittha and continued till about the first century A.C., the conjectured date signified by the phrase ydva ayjatana, ‘up to this day.’ (Sam13.

Geiger, W., The Mahavamsa

(English

Translation),

Information

Department

Colombo, reprint 1950, p. xi et loc. cit. This view has not found general acceptance.

14. Jbid., p. x f. for a summary and Malalasekera ed. Vamsatthappakdsini Pali Text,
Society London 1935, pp. ivi ff.
15. Ibid., p. 36.
16. Ibid., p. 125, etc. Vide index.
17. Ibid., p. 134.
18. Jbid., p. 207, etc. Vide index.
,
19. IJbid., p. Ixviii.
20. Geiger, ibid., p. xi et loc. cit. It is difficult to assign to the Vamsatthappakasini a date
earlier than the Polonnaru period although the colophon refers to impending foreign
domination which was a reality before Vijayabahu’s reign and after Parakramabahu II.
Malalasekera (in private consultation) has revised his views expressed in 1bid., civ. fi.
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antapasadika, p. 104). The main source of the work is the Vinayatthakatha of the accepted Sthala-atthakatha, the chief of which was the Mahdatthakatha of the Mahavihara.
It has also incorporated Porana material?!
and has even quoted passages from the Dipavamsa,
In giving the
historical foundation of the Vinaya, Buddhaghosa has skilfully woven
together into the narrative a good deal of useful information regarding
the literary traditions pertaining to the growth and classification of the
Pali Canon.
The historical background of the book portrays the continuity of the Vinaya, and Buddhaghosa has extracted the relevant
information for his purpose from the earlier sources on which were based
both the atihakatha and the vamsakathd in Pali literature.

The term vamsakathé needs a word of explanation.
All traditional
exegetical and ‘historical’ material whether written or oral, preserved
in Sinhalese Prakrit, with or without an admixture of Pali, was known
by the generic name

atthakatha.

‘The atthakatha covered

all manner

of

subjects, the chief of which was the exegesis of the Buddha’s teachings,
while the other important topics are those mentioned earlier as occurring
in the opening verse of the Dipavamsa.
It was probably the vamisa
of the Mahd-atthakatha which was named the Mahavamsa of the Sinhalese
sources, and the name has been indiscriminately extended by its author
to the Pali work based on it. The vamsa or vamsakathd was an essential
ingredient of the Sihala-atthakathé and this in turn gave rise to an extensive
vamsakatha literature.
In addition to the predecessors of the Dipavamsa,
the Samantapasadikaé and the Mahavamsa, there grew up a ‘katha’
literature on all manner of topics and, following the old nomenclature,
some of them still retained the appendage ‘atthakatha’ in their titles e.g.
Stmakatha, Cetiyavamsatthakathaé,
Mahacetiyavamsatthakatha,
Mahdbodhivamsakatha, Sahassavatihu-atthakatha etc. The majority of these works
were later re-written in Pali. This briefly is the beginning of the great

vamsakatha

literature

in Pali which has its roots deep down in the

Sthala-atthakatha,

We next come to the most significant field of literary activity in the
entire history of Pali literature in Ceylon, the compilation of the Pali
Commentaries.
What has been already said of their sources is deemed
sufficient for purposes of this chapter. The complex commentarial
tradition of Ceylon which has grown in various centres of monastic
learning finally became crystallized at the hands of the great Commentators commencing with Buddhaghosa.
A fact to be clearly borne in
mind is that the Commentators made every effort to be as faithful to
their sources as possible, revising in places only where it was absolutely
essential, although in the proems of their works they repeatedly maintain
that they have subjected the source materials to thorough editorial
handling.
Buddhaghosa is rightly looked upon as the earliest Commentator,
though Buddhadatta, the author of Vinayavinicchaya, Uttaravinicchaya,
Abhidhammavatara,
Réipdriipavibhdga! and Madhuratthavildsini was his
senior contemporary.
Legend has it that the two of them met at sea,
21.

‘Jayawickrama, ibid., pp. xxx! ff.
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Buddhadatta was returning to South India from Ceylon after he had given
up the idea of translating the Sinhalese Commentaries into Pali, and
Buddhaghosa

was on his way to Ceylon to undertake

the same task.

Later, as requested by Buddhadatta, Buddhaghosa made available to.
him the Commentaries he had compiled.
If the information in the
Vinayavinicchaya-tika

of Vacissara-mahasami

is to be accepted,

in

his

Abhidhammavatara Buddhadatta summarised Buddhaghosa’s Commentaries on the Abhidhamma and in the Vinaya-vinicchaya, the Commentaries
Samantapasadika and Kankhavitarani on the Vinaya. The exact period.
Buddhaghosa was in Ceylon is known from the information given in the
colophons to some of his works, particularly Samantapasadika, which
was begun in the twentieth regnal year of King Mahanama (called
Sirinivasa Siripala) and completed in the twenty-first year. The same
king is referred to as Sirikudda inthe colophon to the Dhammapadatthakatha.
Taking his accession as 409 A.C., the Samantapasadika was written in
429—430 A.C. His first work in Ceylon was the Visudditmagga.
On
evidence discussed elsewhere,”

the Commentaries

to the works in the

Abhidhamma-pitaka in their order were written next, the first work Atthasalin.
written earlier in India having been subjected to a thorough revision on
the basis of the material availablein Ceylon. Next followed the Samantapasadika and Kankhavitarani.
The Agama Commentaries in their order
were taken up next. The overwhelming internal evidence in Buddhaghosa’s Commentaries points to his having worked on several books
simultaneously.
This would easily explain the cross references in various
works. He has, however, taken up the books in each Pitaka in the order
in which they appear in the canonical arrangement Besides the above
Commentaries, the authorship of Paramatthajotzka, Dhammapadatthakatha
and 7atakatthakatha is also attributed to him though there 1s difference
of opinion with regard to it.% The statement in the Mahavamsa suggesting that Buddhaghosa returned to India even in Mahanama’s lifetime
after completing his work should probably refer to a period after
Mahanama’s death as in the case of Upasena who says that he wrote
his work Saddhammapajjotika in the twenty-sixth year of SirinivdsaSirisahghabodhi (Mahanama), i.e. after his death.
The Commentator next in importance is Dhammapala, the author
of Paramatthadipani on Udana, Itwwuttaka, Vimanavatthu, Petavaithu, Theragathd, Therigatha and Cariyapitaka.
Since the major works have been
already commented on and since the Commentaries on the Khuddakatha,
Dhammapada, Suttanipata and Jataka were in existence In some form or

another, he was left with the works mentioned above. His works show
that he was a scholar of no mean talent and was in no way inferior to

Buddhaghosa.*

Although it is difficult to establish the authorship of

Visuddhimaggamahatika (called Paramatthamanjisa) the Linatthavannana on
the Agama Commentaries of Buddhaghosa and the Nettippakaranaatthakatha and the Tika on it, tradition ascribes these works to Dhammapala
The celebrated Commentators have become more or less a legend in
Et eine alerts 7 £.; Malalasekera,
pp. 117 ff.
24. Malalasekera, ibid., p. 115 f

The Pali Literature of Ceylon,

op. cit.
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Pali literature, and works written either on their inspiration or guidance

in due course came to be ascribed to them.

Next came Upasena who

wrote the Saddhammapajjotika on the Mahdniddesa and Cullaniddesa in the

year 435 A.C. as mentioned above. He was followed by Mahanama,
a Ceylonese monk, who wrote the Saddhammappakdasini on the Patisambindamagga * in the third year after King Moggallana’s death,’ i.e. 515 A.C.
in Kumaradasa’s reign.
The majority of the Commentators were either Cola monks or those
who had connections with South India. Buddhadatta was a native
of Uragapura (Uraiytr near Tiruchirappalli) and wrote his works in a
monastery in Bhitamangala.*
He has also lived in K4veripattinam,
Uragapura and Kaficipura. Venhudasa, his patron, was the Kalabhra
king, Accyutavikkanta (or Acyuta Narayana) of the Colas. Buddhagohosa, as legend has it, was from the region of Buddha Gaya, but is said
to have lived in Mayiraripapattana (Mayavaram), Kaficipura (Conjeevaram in Chingleput District) and, in the Visuddhimagga, he is
referred to as a resident of Morandakhetaka, identified as the two villages

of Kotanemalipuri and Gundlapalli in Guntur District.2”7. Dhammapala
was a native of Tambarattha (Tirunelveli District). He is generally
referred to as Badaratitthavasi (probably modern Kadalir) whereas
the colophon of the Nettippakarana- atihakatha refers to a vihara in the
port of Nagapattinam.
While in India he has resided in K@ncipura
and TJanjai also.
These were the most important Commentators of the period but there
were others to follow. As suggested earlier, there were several Buddhaghosas and Dhammapalas besides the two acariya. Their activities
concluding with Mahanama’s Saddhammappakasini lasted about a century
and this was the most glorious period for the Theravada School as

represented by Sinhalese Buddhism.

Due to the indefatigable labours

of these foreign monks a great change came over Pali literature which
up to now was more or less confined to works of the Pali Canon and a few

other post-canonical works. Within this comparatively short period
there was a great expansion of the literature by the addition of exegetical
works to all the canonical texts and to a few other books. Not only was
the literature enriched, but also a tremendous influence was exerted on

the Sinhalese Buddhists in their literary endeavours.
One of the chief
reasons for writing down the Commentaries in Pali was to make the
commentarial tradition of Ceylon available to monks overseas and in
doing so a definite step was taken to preserve for posterity this rich heritage
of Geylon. The Pali language itself which up to now had been of restricted use became more supple and elegant at the hands of the Commentators.
Before passing from the commentarial period, brief mention should
be made of the early pakarana literature of Ceylon.
"25. Ibid., chapter V.

It is the Visuddhi-

26. Some of the above information is taken from the Bulletin of the Madras Government
Museum, New Series—General Section, Vol. VII, No. I, art. T. N. Ramachandran,
pp. 1ff. Also vide Buddhadatta Mahathera, A. P., Corrections to Geiger’s Mahavamsa etc.
Ananda Book Company, Ambalangoda, 1957, pp. 158 ff. This place is variously
identified as Pallivritti Bhitamangalam in Tanjore Dist. and as Budalir.
27. Buddhadatta Mahathera, ibid., pp. 142 ff. et loc. cit.; Pali mora, Telugu ‘nemali’
Pali anda, Telugu’ gundluw’.
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magga of Buddhaghosa that comes foremost to one’s mind im this field.
Jt is a compendium of Buddhist doctrine and metaphysics presented in a
logical and systematic manner under the three important heads of sila,.
samadhi and patna.

‘The work can be looked upon as an exposition of

the ninefold teachings of the Buddha, navangass’ atthavannand . It is a
masterly summary of the Buddha’s teachings. This work served as a
model on which the subsequent pakarana literature was based.*9 Although it is generally believed that the Visuddhimagga is based on an
earlier work, Vimuttimagga of Upatissa Thera, neither the Chinese translation Gedatsu Dé Ron of Venerable Sanghap4la of Funan™ nor the Vimuttimagga published by the Government of Ceylon,*! both attributed to
Upatissa, has a close resemblance to the Visuddhimagga. While the
Visuddhimagga draws from all the Three Pitakas, there appeared early
pakaranas of a more specialized nature.
Buddhadatta’s works have
already been mentioned.
The Abhidhammdavatara, his Abhidhamma
treatise, has much in common with the Visuddhimagga whose technique

it even improves upon,” while the Vinayavinicchaya reflects a more develop-

ed phase of monastic life than that portrayed in the Samantapasadika.

As the name indicates, the Riapdripavibhdga is an Abhidhamma treatise
and the Uttaravinicchaya is a further treatise on the Vinaya.
In all these
works, Buddhadatta shows great predilection for verse and displays

considerable poetic talent.
an anonymous

writer

It is not altogether unfounded praise when

exclaims

‘Verily, my like are poets now

mddisd ve kavi honti Buddhadatte divangate

that Buddhadatta

is gone to heaven!’.

This may have been one of the reasons why the comparatively late ornate
kavya Findlankdra on the life of the Buddha is attributed to him.™

Another important work belonging to this period is the Saddhammopayana, an Abhidhamma treatise in verse, written by Ananda Thera of
the Abhayagiri

Fraternity.

With

the suppression

of the activities

of

the Abhayagiri School and the continual burning of ‘heretical works’
very few books longing to that School survived. Perhaps the general
agreement found in this book with Theravada

teachings of the Maha-

vihara saved the work for posterity. A pakarana of a still later date is
the Patipattisangaha dealing with the conduct of the layman, and perhaps
was the predecessor of the more elaborate work the Updsakajandlankdara, II
The Post-Commentarial Epoch
After a period of intensive literary activity spread over nearly one and a

half centuries, a lull seems to have set in lasting up to the dawn of the
‘golden era’ in Pali literature, during the Polonnaru and Dambadeni

periods in Ceylon’s history.

The five and a half centuries from the time

28. Malalasekera, zbid., pp. 82 ff. Law, B.C., A History of Pali Literature, Vol. I, Kegan
Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. Ltd., London 1933, pp. 399 ff. VIII.

29. Nothing is known of Buddhaghosa’s treatise Nanodaya said to have been written
in India before going to Ceylon.
Mbhyv. xxxvii, 225.
30.

The Path of Freedom, translated from the Chinese by Ven. Ehara (et al}, D. R. D.

Weerasuria,

Colombo

1961

IX.

.

31. Transcript by Galakatiyagama Sirl Ratanajoti Thera and Karalliyadde
Ratanapala Thera, printed by the Government Press (Colombo), 1963.

32.
33.

Vide Malalasekera, idrd., p. 107 f.
I[bid., p. 110 f. also vide note 10.

:
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of the last of the recognized Commentators, Mahanama to that of King
Vijayabahu I were comparatively bleak in literary production we
contrasted with the eras that preceded it and followed it. The chequere
political history of the Island during this period with incursions 57)
South India, mainly for the purpose of pillage and plunder, wars ?
succession, palace intrigues, the presence of a large mercenary army o
Malabars, machinations of foreigners who had wormed their way to
positions of influence through royal favour, and, above all, weak rulers,
beeen
was by no means helpful in promoting the arts and, in SL
literary activity suffered a severe set-back and no works of a high order
were forthcoming. The names of a few kings, however, stand out above
the rest. Culla moggallana as a poet Kumaradasa as the author of ae
Sanskrit kavya Jdnakiharanam, Aggabodhi I as a patron of the arts wit

a large circle of poets in his court, and Silamegha-sena (Mat-vala-sen)
as the author of Szyabaslakara, the Sinhalese work on prosody. Benefactions to monasteries continued when conditions permitted and the
Tipitaka was assiduously studied.
Kings like Kassapa V and ceeuus
IV encouraged its study and the Abhidhamma was given pride of place.

Literary works in Pali were not altogether absent in this period. ‘The
activities of Culla-Buddhaghosa and one or two others who bore the
name Dhammapala after the acartya of the same name should be ni
to the early part of this period. “The Namariipasamasa or Khemappa hee
of the Elder Khema, a very short Abhidhamma manual of this perio
has become a recognized work in medieval literature. The Mahabodhivamsa, based on an earlier Sinhalese version Mahabodhivamsakatha,
already mentioned is assigned to the last quarter of the tenth century.
Later writers including Gurulugomi of the twelfth century who wrote
the Bodhivamsaparikatha, called Dharmapradipikava IIT in Sinhalese, st sien
its authorship to an Elder Upatissa. It is an ornate prose kavya wit
unmistakable Sanskrit influence which was being gradually felt beech
the latter part of this period and exerted a powerful influence on ae i
The
literature during the Polonnaru and Post-Polonnaru periods.
question of the Andgatavamsa-atthakatha assigned to a Thera Upasena
(not the author of Saddhammapajjotika) by one tradition and to Upatissa
in the Gandhavamsa, taken up elsewhere,” need not be discussed here as
the author of the Andgatavamsa himself lived in a much later age, if he
‘The
was the same Thera Kassapa who wrote the Mohavicchedani.
beautiful Pali poem, Telakatahagatha lV, consisting of ninety-eight +A

also making the transition, like the Mahdbodhwwamsa, to the ornate Pa r
kavya of later years is assingned to the tenth century®. It is believe
that the Kaccadyana system of Pali grammar was formulated and came
to be accepted in Ceylon about the seventh century.’
The grammatical
terminology used by the Commentators is definitely anterior to that in
the Kaccayana grammar but the Tik&s written in the reign of Parakramabahu the Great unmistakably follow this system. Although tradition
connects

it with Mahakaccana

34. Ibid., pp. 157 ff.
35.
36.
37.

Ibid., p. 160 Ff.
bid. o. 162 f.
Thid., 7. 184.

Thera, who is said to have

formulated
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this system of grammar in Avanti, the influence of the Katantra
system

of Sanskrit grammar of a much later age is evident here.

The works mentioned above, together with the later pakaranas, are
the chief surviving works of the period and it is not unlikely that many
more may have been lost owing to the unsettled nature of the
times.
As in the earlier period the books of the rival Schools to the Mahavihara
have suffered even more.
These works, until more evidence is forthcoming, are to be considered as the little oases in an otherwise barren
intellectual desert. The works of the great Commentators were becomin
g
more and more unintelligible. The Sthala-atthakathd, too, lingered
on
until the time of the Dhampiya-atuvd-giétapadaya and the Vamsatthappakasini. Their language having already became archaic, the books
could
no longer be used with facility. Hence, there arose the need
for a new
type of work for the comprehension of the Buddha’s teachings.
This led
to the rise of the Ganthipada and Sajifia (Sinhalese Sanne) literatur
e.
A positive link between the commentarial and Tika periods was provided
by these works and the living tradition coming from the time of the apostle
Mahinda has been faithfully transmitted to a later age to be embodie
d
in works which go further into details than the Commentaries.
They,
in turn, needed further amplification with the result that there arose
the Anutika and still later the Navatika in more recent times. There
is
evidence for the survival of this Ganthipada and Sajifia literature
even
after the time of the Anutika not to speak of a few works like Patisamb
hidamaggaganthipada*® and the various Atthayojand.
The Sdratthadipant

Vinayamahatika®

knew three Ganthipada in Sinhalese and one in Pali,

viz., Mahaganthipada, Majjhimaganthipada, Cullaganthipada and Ganthipa
da
respectively.
There is reference to the Vinayaganthipada in the Finaka-

lamali.© The Vamsatthappakdasini refers to a Mahdavamsaganthipada,
probably
belonging to the same period. It is possible that the bulk of this literature
went into disuse once the material was incorporated in the Tika. Some
of the Sinhalese Catapada going as far back as the tenth and eleventh
centuries, viz., Dhampiyd-atuvd-gdtapadaya and Jjataka-atuva-gdtapadaya
respectively, have survived, We are equally in the dark regarding the
early Safifia literature which doubtless provided invaluable source-

material to the Tika.

To begin with, there was no difference between

Safifia and Ganthipada in Pali, but once the language employed became
Sinhalese, a Sanne became a word-for-word paraphrase, while a Gata
pada provided glosses to difficult words and phrases only. Among
the
oldest surviving Sannes in Sinhalese are Visuddhimarga -mahasannaya and
the Vanavinisa-sannaya of Parakramabahu
(1236-1270 A.C.). Dipani,

Atthaygjand and Nissaya (in Burma) are generic names are
perhaps of
later origin, although there is a large number of works of the sixth
century

with the term dipani appended to their titles e.g. Paramatthadipani.
38.

Its authorship

Thera, Rajagiriya,
39.

is unknown.

1966.

It has been

edited

by Ven.

Tudave

Ariyavamsa

This work which has been hardly utilized for critical
scholarship contains a good

deal of information which if properly sifted will yield valuabl
e data for the reconstruction
of the literary history of Ceylon up to its time.
40. Author; Ratanapanna Thera of Chiengmai City, Northern Thailand,
written
in 1516 A.C. with addenda till 1528 A.C. See Epochs of the Conqueror, Pali
Text Society
Translation Series No. 36, pp. 79, 86.
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This brings us to the close of the Anuraddhapura period. With the ~
restoration of Sinhalese suzeranity over the whole Island under Viyjayabahu I conditions gradually returned to normal. The Bhikkhuni Order
with.
had disappeared beyond revival and the Upasampada was restored
Anuruddha himself had the
the assistance of Anuruddha of Pagan.
had it brought to his city
and
Tipitaka copied out by Burmese monks
he found to be corrupt."
which
pts
manuscri
Burmese
for comparison with
d by the
Monastic institutions which had been destroyed and plundere

invader were restored and a great religious revival took place.

his in

of which.
turn led to a great intellectual re-awakening the full fruition
Great.
the
mahahu
Parakra
of
is seen in the reign
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Notes

“The Classification of Forms and Formless Things”’, tr. Robert
Exell. Visakha Puja, Bangkok 1964.
“The Adornment of the Laity”, ed. H. Saddhatissa (PTS 1965)
with an English introduction and synopsis of chapters.
See The Lamp of the Law (BPS, Kandy 1961), selected excerpts:
translated by Soma and Piyadassi ‘Theras.
In addition, the Editor has:
See PBR 2, 3 (1977), pp. 127-140.
unearthed a third English translation of this poem, by S. K.
Society
Ramachandra Rao in the Quarterly Journal of the Mythic
(Bangalore 1957), pp. 214-227 and 260-281.
Repr. Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi 1971.

Repr.
Repr.
Repr.
Repr.

1964.
M. D. Gunasena, Colombo 1958.
Bhartiya Publihsing House, Varanasi 1974.
BPS, Kandy 1978.
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1l. Yugoslavia
The credit for fostering an interest in Pali Buddhism lies with one man—
Bhikkhu Nanajivako.

Born 1915 in Zagreb as Cedomil Veljati¢, he studied at the local
university where he obtained his Ph.p. in Greek and Indian philosophy
in 1939. After the War he entered the diplomatic service and was
posted to Rome and Bonn. Whilst in the latter he studied Pali and
Sanskrit and even contributed an article to the journal of Les Amis du

Bouddhisme,
Editor’s

BUDDHIST

No.

La Pensée Bouddhique

1, Paris, January

1951).

(“Le Bouddha

His were

et Kant’, Vol.

the first translations

IV,

from the

Pali into Serbo-Croat and these, together with general articles on Buddhism, subsequently appeared in Yugoslav periodicals.
Dr Veljaéié returned to Zagreb in 1961 to become a lecturer in Indian
philosophy and then, from 1963, a visiting professor to Banaras Hindu
University for two years. Thereafter, he crossed to Sri Lanka and
received ordination in 1966 as Bhikkhu Nanajivako.
In his hermitage
at Pallepola, near Matale, he continued writing in English and SerboCroat, employing Western Existentialist terminology to clarify ‘Theravada
thought.
Apart from translations (see below), his best know
work to
date is Filosofija istocnith naroda (“History of Oriental Philosophy’’, Zagreb
1958) in two volumes.
In the first tome an extensive survey of Buddhism
is given together

with

translations

of the Samafinaphala,

Potthapada,

Kevaddha and Culavedalla Suttas and extracts from the Milindapafha.
He has now “retired”’ to Nuwara Eliya.
In Yugoslavia itself many, if not all, of the lecturers in Indology are
““pupils’”? of Dr Veljatic. And these are centered mainly on Zagreb
University which has become the centre for Oriental studies. At the
Department of Indology, Prof. Radoslav Katici¢ teaches Sanskrit and
Indian literature. A course in Pali was introduced in 1973 by Mrs
Rada Ivekovié who obtained her Ph.p. from Delhi the previous year
for her thesis, “Che Problem of Soul in Pali Buddhism’’, which was

published under the title, “Early Buddhist Thought”, five years

later

with two short extracts appearing in previous issues of this journal:
“Sunfiata-Anatta” (I, 3, 1976) and “Misconceptions about Buddhism”
(III, 1, 1978).
In collaboration with Ven. Nanajivako she has also

produced a general survey of Indijska t iranska etika (Sarajevo 1980).

In 1974 Dr Ivekovic transferred to the Department of Philosophy and
succeeded Dr Veljaéié to teach Indian philosophy, including Buddhism,

ha of Pagan, contemporary
: Al. Thid., pp. 142 ff. where it is said that King Anurudd
learned the V invaganthi—
who
Ananda,
was
whom
of
one
monks,
two
sent
I
hu
of Vijayaha
Pagan.
in
it
taught
and
pada in Ceylon

whilst her former position was filled by Mrs Ruzica Ciédak-Chand (who
obtained a Ph.p. at Bonn the same year for her thesis on the Samajataka).
Original Pali texts are prescribed and students are expected to master
the history of Buddhism in India together with Pali and Buddhist Sanskrit
literature. Unfortunately, virtually all the recommended textbooks are in
Englsh or German.

